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From the Head of Senior School
Mr Leighton Corr
Welcome back to term 2, I hope you enjoyed the school
holiday break.
I certainly did as I joined students from Years 9-12 traveling all over Europe as
part of the school tour. It was an amazing experience of culture, history and sites
in France, Belgium, Germany and Austria.
The tour had a strong focus on History and as we walked through museums and
cemeteries out on the Western Front region I couldn’t help but be reminded how
blessed we are here in Australia and at Arndell. Both the world wars that we
study in Year 9 and learnt more about on the tour expose our students to the
reality of death, sacrifice and the utter devastation that conflict brings. I feel for
many of our students this brought to life the stories and facts they have read
about in class and I commend the students who attended for their level of
engagement and interest. They will return from this trip with a new appreciation
of life in Australia and of history.
While the focus on war was present, there were some more light hearted
moments on the tour, most significantly a day trip into Salzburg, Austria where
we completed a bike tour to the famous sites of the film The Sound of Music.
The scenery in this town was truly remarkable and while my predominantly boy
group didn’t sing the songs from the film like some of the other Arndell group, as
we rode, they were captivated by the snow-capped mountains, lush gardens and
lakes that we rode past. At this point for me, I couldn’t help but consider my
Christian faith and be in wonder at God’s creation. Everything we saw and
admired over the other side of the world was created by Him.
As I returned from the tour and did my best to sleep on Saturday night, I did ask
myself the question ‘why do we do this trip?’ to which my response is because
here at Arndell we are committed to giving all of our students the opportunity to
grow, learn, ask questions and mature while under our care, both every day and
at particular events like an overseas tour. We want all of our students to enjoy a
positive schooling experience where they are being prepared for the dynamic
world that awaits them.
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I look forward to seeing how this term and
the remainder of the year presents more
opportunities for many of our students to
continue their journey of learning and
growing.
Finally, I would like to thank Mrs Webb for
her extensive work in making this trip
possible for our students and all the staff
who contributed to such a positive
learning experience.

Chaplaincy Chat
Rev Jeremy Clark
Redeemed by the precious blood of Jesus?
1 Peter 1:18-19a ‘For you know that it was not with perishable things such as silver or gold that you were redeemed
from the empty way of life handed down to you from your ancestors, but with the precious blood of Christ.’
Last week we held two ANZAC services to remember those who have served our country in times of war. In our
Senior School service we had students reflecting on their experiences from the European Tour in the last holidays.
Their comments showed how they had been affected as they researched and grew in understanding of the tragedy
of war and its impact on our nation.
As we now remember 100 years since the end of World War One memories often turn to the messages given
following the war. Many of the messages that still exist to this day are in our local churches, epitaphs written by
family and friends in memory of lost ones.
One such epitaph, for Private William Leonard Walker, said,
REDEEMED BY THE PRECIOUS BLOOD OF JESUS IS IT WELL WITH THEE
This epitaph reminds the viewer of Jesus’ sacrifice as the one who was perfect yet died in our place. That his
sacrifice brings redemption, a restoration of relationship with God for the believer, is significant. To ensure this does
not remain just someone’s belief those who organised the epitaph wanted to challenge us. ‘Is it well with you?’
would be the modern translation.
We don’t face the horrors of war in the same way today as those 100 years ago, 61,000 deaths out of a population
of 5 million from the World War I. Everyone knew someone who had died. However, even with this great disaster,
our nation remembers. I hope we remember more than just these soldiers but also the challenge given about the
hope of eternal life.
If you have any questions about the Christian faith or chaplaincy at the College, please contact the Chaplaincy
team.

Events
Two members of the Arndell school community will be playing with
the Australian Chamber Orchestra Ensemble on the 20th May.
India Culey (year 8) will be playing Viola and Daniel Davey (year 5)
will be playing in his first concert with the ACO.
Also the Penrith Symphony Orchestra will be playing a special
concert to celebrate their 30th Anniversary at which both students will
also be playing.

http://thejoan.com.au/whats-on/penrith-youth-orchestra/
http://thejoan.com.au/whats-on/pso-30th-anniversarygala-concert/

2018 Euro Tour
Jake James
This year, I had the privilege of joining 26 of my fellow Arndell students in touring sections of the western front in
Belgium and France. We spent 4 days, learning, reflecting and remembering the sacrifice made there by Australian
and other soldiers, 100 years before. The losses suffered at the sights we visited is hard to comprehend, over 7.5
million allied and 5.5 million German and Austro-Hungarian troops were killed on western front battlefields between
1914 and 1918, including 46,000 Australians.
As we drove through the French and Belgian countryside, we saw countless First World War gravesites, scattered
across farms, towns and villages, sites in which thousands of soldiers were laid to rest far too early, after suffering
for their country. To witness the sheer magnitude of graves at sites such as Villers-Bretonneux and Tyne Cot, where
11,954 fallen soldiers remain, was truly breathtaking, especially considering many of these soldiers sacrifice was
so great that their bodies could not be identified, and they now lay in graves marked “Known unto God”. These men
have each individually paid the highest price for service and now lie neatly, in uniform rows, in cemeteries on the
other side of the world, far away from the homes, families and communities they left.
On tour, we were able to visit some important historical sites, which not only showcased the horrors suffered in the
great war but also the great relief felt in victories. We were lucky enough to be the first school visit to the new Sir
John Monash Centre, officially opened by Malcolm Turnbull five days after our visit, this museum highlighted the
bravery shown and hardships faced by Australian soldiers on the Western front, and especially the actions of the
4th and 5th Australian Divisions in retaking the town of Villers-Bretonneux during the Battle of Amiens almost exactly
100 years ago on April 23, 1918. It was here that I learned the story of witty Australian Soldiers, who were well
known for their sense of humour, renaming the street of “rue de St Savour”, in Peronne to “Roo de Kanga” to remind
them of home, a true show of humanity from people in an inhuman situation. In visiting the Peronne Historical
Museum of the Great War and the Underground 1916 Somme Museum, we saw artefacts showing how soldiers
dressed, ate and slept, as well as recreations of some of the dangerous and unhygienic tasks completed daily by
certain soldiers, even in medical facilities. We also were able to see, original trenches which had not been altered
since 1918 at the Newfoundland Memorial, and re-creations of not only trenches but bunkers and living quarters,
in the Passchendaele Museum. But among these memories of pain, exist moments of beauty and the ending to
suffering. In the middle of a French forest, a clearing was created where in on November 11 1918, WW1 was put
to bed inside a railway wagon. The sight that it stands on today, while entangled again with a second war, represents
peace in both its original historical significance, and its natural beauty.
My personal highlight came when I had the honour to join Caitlin Holmann in laying a reef for Arndell at the Menin
Gate to commemorate nearly 55, 000 commonwealth soldiers with unknown graves who died fighting in the Ypres
salient, who now have their names plastered across the memorial. With the exception of German occupation in the
Second World War, a last post ceremony has been conducted at the Menin Gate daily since July 2, 1928, as a
show of gratitude from the Belgian people to those who helped liberate it. It was a great honour for me to be able
to participate in this ceremony, along with active military personnel and family members of lost soldiers, as hundreds
looked on to show their respects to the fallen. As I stood at the bottom of Menin Gate and again at the Thiepval
Memorial, it was impossible to ignore the thousands of names that cover the walls of the massive structure, as it
leads up into the sky, with each name clearly representing a sacrifice made by a man, his family and his community,
who all suffered from these terrible losses.
Yet among the horrific scenes that played out a century ago, a peaceful surrounding now exists, where grass grows
over the horrific memory of the trenches, and birds cry out from trees that stand tall next to bomb craters, it is
moments of peace most treasured in life, a luxury ripped from these soldiers, so that we may enjoy it. Looking back,
this trip has truly shown me of the struggled suffered by soldiers who lived, fought and died for their country and
the need to commemorate their service. As we look into the future, we must look back into the history of those that
have suffered for us.

2018 Euro Tour
Taryn Phillips and Katelyn Nutt
In the holidays just passed we were lucky enough to travel to Europe on the school trip, a trip which was largely
dedicated to learning about and honouring soldiers who sacrificed their lives in war. As part of this trip, everyone
had to research a soldier who lost their life in World War One, and give some information on them to the rest of the
group. Upon arrival at the Villers-Bretonneux Military Cemetery, we were given the opportunity to locate our soldier’s
grave and give the following information.
The soldier we chose to research was Edgar William Armour. We didn’t have any relatives who died in the war, so
we chose someone who was local. Armour was born in Sydney, and was from George Street in Windsor. Before
he went to the war, he worked as a painter. Armour’s recorded religion was Church of England, and he was single
when he left for the war. Armour’s mother’s name was Rose, and his father’s name was William. Armour enlisted
for the war on the 28th of September, 1917. At the age of 18, he embarked from Sydney on board HMAT A38
Ulysses, on the 19th of December, 1917. The unit he was in was the 1st Pioneer Battalion, 14th Reinforcement and
his rank was Private. Armour was killed in action on the 5th of July, 1918, at the extremely young age of 19.
We don’t specifically know all the places where he fought, but his place of burial being Villers-Bretonneux Military
Cemetery means it was close by to the cemetery. There wasn’t too much other information on Armour meaning we
don’t actually know where he trained or what medals he was awarded. We do however know that we are able to
find his panel on the Roll of Honour at the Australian War Memorial, where his number is 173. Armour’s name was
also projected onto the exterior wall of the Hall of Memory at the Australian War Memorial on ANZAC Day.
We found the fact that Armour, like many other soldiers who fought in the war, died so young, made the whole
experience have an even larger impact on us. Not only did Armour grow up in the Hawkesbury like many of us, he
passed away at an age not much older than us. Over the course of the trip we visited many different cemeteries,
all of which were full of graves of the soldiers who fought and died in the war, Armour’s age, older or younger. Each
cemetery being full of rows of headstones showed us the enormous sacrifice which took place in every single battle
of the war, and impacted everyone with the obvious volume of the war. The sacrifice which each soldier made when
leaving their home and country for war is something that should never be forgotten.
Edgar William Armour’s regimental number 4956. Here is the link to the AIF page on Edgar William Armour
https://www.aif.adfa.edu.au/showPerson?pid=7086.

Cross Country – Junior School

2018 Hawkesbury Show
Mrs Katrina New
Hawkesbury Show Success!
We are very excited to announce that of the 45 pieces of artwork, photographs and ceramics submitted into the
Hawkesbury Show from our senior school, 26 students were awarded with ribbons or certificates. This is an amazing
achievement and reflects the dedication and determination of our students to achieve their best. We acknowledge
the very high standard of all entries and congratulate the following winners.
The winning entries are currently displayed in the front office foyer.
Year 7 and 8 Visual Arts

Year 9 and 10 Visual Arts

Odelle Simmons 1st Place
Ezelle Havenga
2nd Place
Tyra Levison
3rd Place
Madison Isemonger
Highly Commended
Saphire Young
Highly Commended
Zoe Reagan
Highly Commended

Harrison Johnston
1st Place
Tayla Folbigg
2nd Place
Alicia Facchin
Highly Commended
Brianna Jamie
Highly Commended
Anne Kennedy Commended
Nathan Breden Commended

Year 9 and 10 Photography
Nathan Breden
Amy Winterbottom
Amy Winterbottom
Sophie Pellew

13-18 years
13-18 years
Open Botanical Highly
Portrait

Year 11 and 12 Visual Arts
Hannah Batchelor
Emma Fallon
Amber Fradd
Brianna Ayers
Chloe Insch
Georgia Smart
Liam Merrick
Scott Charlseworth

Commended
Highly Commended
Commended
Commended

Year 11 and 12 Ceramics

1st

Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
Highly Commended
Highly Commended
Commended
Commended
Commended

Christopher Cheetham
Ceramic or pottery article

1st Place

Christopher Cheetham
Open ceramics

2nd Place

Visual Arts – Bundanon Camp
At the end of Term One, Years Ten and
Eleven Visual Arts students visited
Bundanon, a property gifted to the nation by
artist Arthur Boyd for a three day camp.
Students visited Boyd’s studio and worked
with experienced educators to hone their
practical skills in a variety of media and
understand more about visual literacy and
critical thinking.
Students created some amazing work
which is on display for a short time in the
Auditorium foyer.

Disability Provisions for NAPLAN and formal school examinations
Mrs Donna Allen
NAPLAN is a unique testing circumstance which does not allow the same set of disability provisions as those
allowed by NESA (the NSW Educational Standards Authority).
For example, in NAPLAN, no readers are allowed at all and scribes are generally not allowed for students, even
with a temporary injury such as a broken arm. Parents whose children may be eligible for disability provisions in
Year 7 or 9 NAPLAN tests have been sent a letter via the parent email listed on Edumate. If the provisions are
inadequate for one or more tests due to the nature of your child’s disability, please contact Donna Allen to discuss
your other options as soon as possible.
Fortunately, disability adjustments and learning difficulty provisions are different and more extensive, for all other
test and assessment scenarios to meet the Disability Standards for Education Act.
HSC and National Minimum Standard Tests (conducted from year 10 onwards) and Arndell school exams all
follow the same procedure from year 7 onwards, by providing the full variety of disability provisions to students.
These are automatically organised for formal exams by the Strategic Learning Department and communicated to
the students beforehand. This is communicated by speaking to them in their Literacy/AA classes and via email to
student school account.
If your child has a specific need that we are not aware of, you are welcome to inform the Head of Strategic Learning
so that a discussion can take place to see if they are eligible for (and require) exam provisions. Please email
donna.allen@arndell.nsw.edu.au
Rooming: The actual Special Provision room/s to be used for students in exams will be advertised in the Daily
Notices and on the dashboard just before the exam period, as soon as a room is allocated. Tell your child to read
the Daily Notices, listen for info in homeroom and Literacy classes, and check with any Literacy teacher if they are
worried about where to go. We don’t withdraw students for Literacy for the week before exams start, in order to
ensure they don’t miss important revision and in-class exam preparation. If you have any questions, please email
donna.allen@arndell.nsw.edu.au as early as possible before the exam period. Changes cannot be made in the
week before exams, unless an emergency arises.
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